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About This Game

Fight against other medieval warriors all around the world!

Deus Vult is an online medieval fighting game which uses cutting-edge weapon physics to make you feel like a real knight.
The numerous weapons available have each their own behaviour and fighting style: you can keep your enemy at distance with a

spear or destroy him at close range with an axe, protect yourself with a shield or take the risk to fight with two swords.

You can defy players online in 1vs1 best of 5 medieval battles. As your level increases, you will unlock a wide choice of
weapons and learn to master each of them to slay your opponents. You can customize your hero and take a break from the

intense combat to chat with your brave rivals in the tavern.
In Deus Vult, you will discover epic landscapes and a world full of mystery where you will FIGHT FOR GLORY!
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- Full character customization ( body, clothes, and armor)
- Online matchmaking

- A social tavern where you can meet other players
- Physics based online combat system

- 12 maps
- 14 weapons with specific gameplays

- AI fighting with 4 levels of difficulty so that you can train yourself for the real duels

Safety Notice

Deus Vult requires players to swing their controllers and perform wide gestures in virtual reality. Be cautious with your
environment and play at your own risk. Raptor Lab is not responsible for any destruction of property or the injury of yourself or

anyone else while playing Deus Vult.

Play far away from any object, have plenty of space, use high quality wrist straps, remove all children or animals from the
room, do not play near stairs.

Room-Scale Info

Deus Vult will play correctly with simple standing configuration as long as you can move your arms in any direction without
risking to hit something. However, it is recommended for best playing experience to have 2.5m x 2.5m of playspace or more.

Oculus Setup Info

This game requires the use of motion controllers. You can play on a 180° setup and use the joysticks to rotate your playing
space.
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Title: DEUS VULT | Online VR sword fighting
Genre: Action, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
raptor lab
Publisher:
raptor lab
Release Date: 26 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: i5 64bit

Graphics: GTX 960

English
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+
Nice innovative fairy tale puzzle in VR with beautiful graphics and music. No motion sickness thanks to roomscale gaming
without artificial locomotion. Several hours of interesting gameplay.

-
Some bug in 3rd level: 1st bee stay near the bells house after putting the spark. After restarting the game this bug didn't happen
again, so I finished that level.

8\/10.. Wow! What a great value! A fun, flexible, engaging, multiplayer-capable bullet-hell. Worth every penny and more. Gift
a copy to all your friends immediately!. A post apocalyptic fishing game that only exists in russian. I don't know much so it was
fun figuring out how to even make a fishing pole. Never discovered how to fish though.
11\/10 would get lost again.. I love this arcade game. Totally fun. I love good free games. The protagonist is tots adorbs.. First
releases of early access games aren't typically as fun as most would hope. We expect bugs, graphics issues and some core issues.
Admittedly I only played the game a few times but it's clean, solid (so far) and surprisingly difficult to stop playing once you get
the hang of it. Controller is a must I think. Nice casual game that's easy to pick up once in a while if you don't mind loosing
track of the time. Check it out, certainly worth it, even at this stage of development.. My signifigant other and I really enjoyed
this one! Without spoiling anything, there's some interesting ways you interact with each other, despite being in different
"versions" of the same place, and we thought the level of puzzles, story, and combat were very well balanced (about equal parts
each). As for the story itself, we also thought it was pretty good.. oh my god soooooo good. Alright... I will be very serious, this
game is hard. I enjoyed myself, I made a playthrough, BUT the game has no replayability

overall a 8/10
the game is good
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When creating an RPG, one of the most important things are the characters. While RPG making tools often come with their
own standard characters, it can really set a game apart if the game uses custom designed characters. But, for those of us like me
who lack the ability to create custom character portraits and character sprites, Game Character Hub is a godsend.

Basically, when you start the tool you create a type of character. Then you pick pieces from the proper character type, select
them, and shift their order around, until the character looks right. The character (or face portrait) is shown in the lower left-hand
corner, so you can quickly see what your result looks like.

Once you have a character, you can export it to use in the game or save the particular character, so you can re-load and edit it
later. This is a huge help, in case the character doesn't look exactly right, or if you want to make a similar character later.

And, what if you want a slew of similar characters? Say you want a lot of minor NPCs that look just a bit different? Game
Character Hub has you covered there. With one special Export command, you can create dozens or hundreds of characters (or
faces) which vary in color (such as hair color, eye color, clothing color), all from a single template. This is a great way to fill in
the roster of minor NPCs, very quickly.

Overall, it's an invaluable tool for character creation and I highly recommend it.. The physics of this game are atrocious. This
alone wouldn't usually be that bad. However, tons of puzzles require precise jumps and such, which just makes me miserable.

The jumping puzzles have been removed. Very happy with this change!. The amount of pure nostalgia that this game hits me
with is almost too much. The very sound of the game booting up plasters a massive smile on my face. This reminds me of so
many afternoons, spent with my grandparents and cousins, eating pizza and trying to get to Zoombiniville. The puzzles are just
as fun (and sometimes frustrating) as I remember all those years ago... maybe this time I will actually finish the game!. First
impressions of the game are okay. The graphics are dated by that not a big deal. The game is in russian with very poor english
subtitles again tolerable. The big thing is the inability to change the keys. Getting stuck with WASD is annoying.
Game designers should recognize that a good portion of the population are left handed and give us the use of the cursor keys.

Update
Manage to change the movement keys and the mouse speed so game much more enjoyable.

Update2
Now starting to come across bugs. Interacts don't line up correctly so difficult to press and had a white out scence in the crypyt
after taslking to the little girl. Eventually jump somewhere else so suspect a transistion went wrong.. It's a very interesting game,
but the finishes are pretty complicated as it's almost the same without too much change on the story.. Excellent game.
Pros:

Infantry cover is excellent and realistic.

Tank damage is realistic.

Effects and explosions are cool. Excellent graphics and gameplay on ultra high graphics settings.

Cons:

Direct control with infantry is a bit lacking especially when moving into buildings.

Campaign is repetitive. The same 10 missions but with different maps and countries each time.

Some bugs such as tanks falling over edges and bouncing like space hoppers or running over your artillery and blowing it up
along with the crew. Very annoying.. A great piece of software and with the newest update. I am happy to report this has help to
develop my games.. Drop alive is a sweet game but also a little bit difficult. You play a drop, yes, a drop. And as a drop you
have to think about which properties you have, f.e. you don't like sponges but you like other drops, which make you bigger.
Thinking about this, you have to deal with different problems in levels in a jump and run style. Meanwhile you have to think
fast, or you die. You may not make any mistake, or you die. This game doesn't forgive. Usually, I really hate such games. I can't
tell why it isn't like this in case of drop alive but I did a level sometimes 50 times. It is great and I just couldn't stop playing it.
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